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MONEY, CREDIT, AND THE CYCLICAL BEHAVIOR OF

HOUSEHOLD INVESTMENT

September 1998

Abstract

This paper focuses on a monetary explanation of two business cycle regularities: (i) business and

household investment are positively correlated and procyclical and (ii) household investment

tends to lead business investment. We construct a general equilibrium framework that explicitly

incorporates a credit sector where real resources are employed in the production of costly

household and business credit services. Financial intermediaries provide interest bearing

accounts to households and loanable funds for credit producers. It is shown that liquidity effects

from asynm-ietric monetary injections to the financial sector increase the availability of consumer

and business credit services. The relative strength of these liquidity effects on business and

household spending can provide a mechanism which captures both the direction and timing of

their corresponding investments expenditures over the cycle. Furthermore, explaining these

observations with a household credit channel also resolves some problematic predictions of

existing liquidity effect models.
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I. Introduction

The ability to capture the procyclical nature of the components of aggregate expenditures

is a major goal of modern business cycle theory. In particular, the cyclical relationship between

aggregate business and household expenditures have, been the focus ofiecent ~empirical and

theoretical studies. It is a stylized fact that (i) business fixed investment and household spending

on durable goods and residential investment are positively correlated and procyclical over the

business cycle and (ii) household investment tends to lead the business cycle while business

investment tends to lag the cycle {see Chart 1]. These facts are documented by, among others,

Kydland and Prescott (1990), Greenwood and Hercowitz (1991) and Christiano and Todd (1996).’

Furthermore, Bernanke and Gertler (1995) demonstrates that negative monetary innovations, such

as a tightening of the federal funds rate, leads to an immediate decline in residential investment

and consumer durables while depressing business investment significantly only in subsequent

periods. This fmding suggests that these empirical regularities may also be a consequence of the

monetary and financial structure of the economy.

This paper investigates how a monetary transmission mechanism which highlights the

interaction between household and business investment and the credit market may account for both

empirical observations. Following along the lines of the recent liquidity effect literature [Lucas

(1990) and Fuerst (1 992a)] the real effects of monetary shocks arise from the conventional view

that it is financial intermediaries who initially receive cash injections and uses them to augment

‘Christiano and Todd (1996) indicates that the dynamic correlation between output and
business investment (household investment) is largest between current output and one period

lead (lagged) business investment (household investment).
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their supply of loanable funds [Fuerst (1992a) and Christiano and Eichenbaum (1995)]. While

previous studies have emphasized this channel as working through business borrowing, Li (1996)

evaluates within this class of models the importance of household credit markets in the

transmission of monetary policy. By allowing asymmetric injections, of cash to flow through the

financial sector and to the producers of household credit services, the resultant liquidity effect

positively influences the availability of household credit services. It demonstrates that the

inclusion of a household credit channel may not only overcome important quantitative deficiencies

ofexisting liquidity effect approaches but also lends theoretical support to the view that consumer

credit is an important link between monetary policy and real activity •2

Building on such a framework this current paper analyzes the dynamic implications of

introducing an explicit household investment decision and and both a consumer and business

lending channel. The model consists of a fmancial sector with firms specializing in the production

of both household and firm credit services (credit producers) and financial intermediaries

providing interest bearing accounts to households and loanable funds to these credit producers.

Households have a choice of financing goods (either non-durable consumption or household

investment) with cash or credit services. While a credit transaction allows the household to avoid

using “cash-in-advance” it is also costly in that they must first purchase these services from credit

producing firms. In turn, credit producers require loanable funds from the financial market to

finance household and firm credit purchases within the period.

2Christiano (1991) notes that a major difficulty with the business lending channel is that,

without additional restrictions on the timing ofinvestment decisions, the liquidity effect is

quantitatively too small to dominate the anticipated inflation effects of positive monetary

innovations.
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It is shown that combining such a household credit channel with the traditionally

emphasized firm lending channel is able to capture both stylized facts in response to a monetary

shock. The Intuition is straightforward. As cash injections are asymmetrically funneled to the

financial market, the expansion of household credit services leads.both consumption of durable

and non-durables to rise in the period of the shock. The response of business investment depends

on two opposing effects. First, the increase in household credit shifts the economy’s investment

resources towards the accumulation of durable goods and away from business capital. Second,

since business capital is also fmanced in part by borrowing from the financial market, the liquidity

effect tends to increase business investment. As a result, the response of business investment may

be “optimally sluggish” in the period of the shock while increasing afterwards.

In terms ofrelated literature, viewing this issue from a monetary perspective is a relatively

new approach as most theoretical works attempting to capture these facts focus on real

explanations. For example, Christiano and Todd (1996) include a business investment planning

period in an otherwise standard real business cycle model where resources must be committed to

the investment project over several periods before it’s completion. While this feature explains

why business investment will lag the cycle, they do not explicitly consider household investment.

Another approach is to consider a household production sector employing home supplied labor and

capital in the production of a non-market consumption good [e.g., Benhabib, Rogerson, and

Wright (1991)]. In such a framework, enough complementarity between work effort and

household capital [Greenwood and Hercowitz (1991)] or in the production of market and home

investment [Fisher (1994)] leads to the procyclical behavior of household and business investment

in response to productivity shocks. However, these models are not able to capture the second
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stylized fact regarding the dynamic correlation between the two investments.

Among the few studies that have focused on a monetary explanation ofthese facts, the most

related to our current study is Fuerst (1992b) where asymmetric monetary injections are first

received by shoppers of the household investment good. Consequently, as the economy expands,

it initially accumulates the household investment good which, in the periods following the

monetary shock, is dissipated by a boom in business investment. While this captures both

empirical regularities, Fuerst also points out some problematic predictions of the model. In

particular, positive monetary innovations lead to a fall in non-durable consumption and, without

sufficient complementarity between durable and nondurable consumption, this drives the nominal

rate upwards. Our paper demonstrates that an explicit treatment of both the household and firm

credit markets may resolve such difficulties.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section II will outline the basic model and characterize

equilibrium conditions. To stress the importance of how liquidity effects interact with household

and business credit, Section III first analyzes two benchmark economies: one with only a business

lending channel and the other only a household lending channel only. Then we turn to the

dynamic implications ofthe general model for, among other things, the behavior of household and

business investment. Section IV concludes with a brief summary.

II. The Model

The model economy is populated by many infinitely lived identical households with

preference over consumption of non-durables c~,a stock of durable goods ci, and leisure at each

date t. The household’s expected lifetime utility given by
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E~13t{u(c1,d~) + V(1 -n,)} (1)

where n1 is work effort at date t, 0 < 13 < 1 is the time discount factor, and E is the expectations

operator. The particular functional form of preferences adopted is given by u,(c,d) =, yln(q) + (1-

y)ln(vd~,)and V(1-n)=A(1-n) where A > 0, 0<y< 1 is the elasticity of substitution between non-

durable and durable consumption, and v > 0 captures the proportional flow services generated

from the stock of durables.

Households can purchase durable and non-durable goods by either cash or credit in the

goods market. While similar to Lucas and Stokey (1987) in that all cash transactions are subject

to a cash-in-advance constraint while credit transactions can be financed by current income, the

distinction between cash and credit goods is made in the transactions technology and not

preferences. Let g,~and g2~denote the goods purchased by cash and credit, respectively.

Therefore, the total quantity of goods purchased by households must satisfy:

g1, + = c1 + Ii” (2)

where

= d1~1 - ‘(l_ôc~)d~ (3)

I~’denotes the investment flow of durables at time t with depreciation rate ~ E (0,1). Carrying

out credit transactions requires the purchase of household credit services qh produced in the

financial sector. A simple linear technology transforming credit services to credit goods is

adopted where g2~= q~h

Firms in the goods producing sector employ capital lç and labor n,1 to produce output Y~
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according to a Cobb-Douglas constant return to scale production technology:

(4)

where a E (0,1). The investment flow of business capital is given by

11
k = k~+, — (l_oA)k, (5)

where ~ E (0,1) is the capital depreciation rate. A portion of this investment must be financed by

firm credit services qç produced in the financial sector.

Producers of credit services employ labor n2~and allocate it to produce a flow of credit

services to households and firms with technology given by qh = Qh(~~) = cI~hnh~and q~= Q~(nft)

= 4fnft , respectively, where n~= n,~+ nf, , ~h, r~f< 1, and ~, ~ > 0? Consequently, credit

producers must finance a portion of goods purchased with credit by households and firms with

borrowed funds from financial intermediaries. Financial intermediaries provide households with

interest bearing deposits and loanable funds to the credit producing sector.

The per household supply of money evolves according to

= + = (1 +x
1

)M~, (6)

where M~sis the beginning-of-period t nominal money supply per household, X~is the monetary

injection received by the financial intermediary, and x~is the stochastic money growth rate between

periods t and t + 1.

3Modeling the explicit production ofcredit services in this way is similar to Aiyagari and

Eckstein (1994). The purpose oftheir study is the effects ofmonetary stabilization policies on

banking size and economic growth.
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Each representative family consists of a worker/shopper pair, a goods producing firm, a

credit producing firm, and a financial intermediary. By lumping all sectors of the economy

together, monetary injections which occur through the financial sector will be asymmetric within

the family. However, since at the end of the ~periodthe family reunites and pools their cash

receipts, these monetary injections will be symmetric across families. Given this structure, the

timing of events within period t will proceed as follows. The family begins the period with capital

stock k~,durables stock d~,and nominal cash holdings M~and deposits S~dollars into the financial

intermediary. Note that this decision is made before the current monetary transfer is realized. The

family then separates. The state of nature is revealed in the form of a monetary injection to the

financial intermediary, X~.The financial intermediary now has available S~+ X~dollars to loan

out. The nominal interest rate financial intermediaries charge for loans and pay on deposits is

given by R~. The worker travels to the labor market and supplies a total of r~hours of work effort

in the goods and financial sector and receives a nominal wage payment W~. Goods and credit

services are then produced with n1~,k1~,and n2~.

The firm then purchases investment goods l~from the goods market at price ~gt and finances

a fraction ofthat amount 0 1 with credit services cf~purchased from credit producers at price Pf~.

The shopper first travels to the financial sector to purchase a given amount of credit services c~at

price ~ht~ Households may finance these credit services with end-of-period income. The shopper

then travels to the goods market to buy non-durable consumption and durable investment goods at

price ~gewhere g,~is financed with cash and g2~with credit services. Credit producers are obligated

to finance household and firm credit purchases in the goods market and a fraction a 1 of that
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quantity must be in the form of cash. To obtain that cash, credit producers borrow an amount B~

from the financial intermediary. This leads to the following cash-in-advance constraints for

shoppers, goods producing firms, and credit producers, respectively:

Pg~g1t lvi, — S, (7)

0Pg~I1k Pg/li (8)

OPgg[Q “@~hr) + Qf(n~)] B, (9)

At the end of the period the family reunites to enjoy the consumption of non-durable and durable

goods. All credit loans (between households, credit producers, goods producers, and the financial

intermediary) are repaid and the family pools its cash receipts and enters period t + 1. This gives

us the following budget constraint determining the family’s beginning of next period cash holdings:

A~~1=[M, +S~,+ W~,~Pg,(g1,+q,h) pqh] +~(l+R,)

+[Pg~(k1~fl1~)- W,n~,_Pg/
1

k ~qf] + [~h,Qh(flh) +P~Qf(n~1) ~(~h
1

+nfi)-B~,] (10)

The first term in brackets represents the cash receipts of the worker/shopper, the second is the cash

holdings of the fmancial intermediary, the third is the profits of the goods producing firm, and the

fourth is the profits ofthe credit producer less repayment of loans necessary to finance household

and firm credit purchases. The optimal choices for the family is thus choosing a sequence {gj~,q~,

d~+1n~,S~,k1~,,n1~,qf~,~ ri~,B~}maximizing (1) subject to (2) - (5) and (7) - (10).

Scaling all nominal variables by the beginning of period money supply M~S, denote m =

M~/M~S,s~= S~/M~’,b1 = B~/M~~ = wIy~~r~= F~~/M’(I=g,h,f). Letting the transition density
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for the monetary shock x~be expressed as cI~(x~,dx~~,)= Prob(x~~,x~)and ““ denote next period

variables, we can express the family’s dynamic programming problem as

J(m,k,d,x) = maxf / max {u(c,d) + V(l —n) + 13J(m“,k”,d’,x “~}~x,dx’) (11)
g1,q ,d ,n,n

1
,k ,q ,nh,1~Pb

subject to

c = g, + qh - d’ + (1_ôd)d (12)

pgg, m—s (13)

0Pg[k’~(l~&’WC] pgqh (14)

OPg[Q “(nh) + Q’(n~)] & (15)

rn’ = rn +sR÷wnPg(~~÷qh)_p~qh +x(1 +R) +pgF(k,nj)_wn
1
-p/ k_~~~~PhQ h(flh) +p~,Q~(n

1
)-w(nh+n~bR (16)

1 +x

The market-clearing conditions for goods, credit services, labor, financial intermediary loans, and

money are given by c +
1

k +
1
d = F(k,n,), q’ = Q’(n1) (i=h,f), n = n1 + n2, b = s + x, and m

= m’ = 1. Letting ?~,)~and )~denote the Lagrange multipliers associated with constraints (13),

(14), and (15), the first order conditions for g,, qh, d’, n, k’, n,, n~,nf, qf, b, and s, evaluated at

the market-clearing conditions, is given by
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u~(c,d) = PJrn(m ‘,k ‘,d/,x “)
(17)

Pg 1-’-x

u~(c,d)= (m ‘,k’,d~~g~Ph] (18)
l±x

u~(c,d)= PJd(m ‘,k’,d”,x’) (19)

V’(l-n) _~J~(m’,k’,d’,x’)w (20)
1 +x

(m ‘,k’,d~‘)Pg~20Pg = PJk(m ‘,k’,d~’) (21)
l+x

F~(k,n1)= -~- (22)
Pg

~jrn(m ‘,k’,d’,x ~hQnh(nh) - w] =~3apgQflh(nh) (23)1 +x

(m ‘,k ‘,d~‘)~Q~(n1)- w] =~3GPgQ~(flj) (24)
1+x

(m ‘,k ‘,d~ ‘)Pf = ~2Pg (25)
1+x

~Jrn(m ‘,k ‘,d~ ‘)R = (26)
1 +x
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f{_P_J,n(m ‘,k’,d’,x I)R}~(x~dx1) = f~
1~
(x~~1) (27)

1 +x

where ~ w/pg is the real wage. The envelope conditions are given by

Jm(m,k4x) =f{~Jm(m ‘,k ‘,d~‘) + ~1~(x,~’) (28)

Jd(m,k,d,x) =f{u~(c~d)(1 - ô”) +u~(c,d))}~I(x,dx“) (30)

Jk(m~k~d~)=f{~Jm(m‘,k’,d~‘)~gFk(k~fll)+Pg(1~ô~] ~~OP~(l ~ (29)

The intuition of these conditions are straightforward. For example, equation (18) equates

the benefit of purchasing a unit of credit services, given by the marginal utility of consumption of

goods purchased with credit, with the cost, given by the lowering of cash balances by the price of

both the credit good and credit service. Equations (23) and (24) says that the marginal benefits to

credit producers of hiring labor, given by it’s marginal product, equals to the cost of both the wage

bill and financing a fraction a of credit purchases with borrowed funds. The central conditions that

produce a liquidity effect are (25), (26) and (27). While the family equates the marginal cost of

using cash in the goods and financial market on average [i.e., E~.,)= E(?~3)],unexpected positive

monetary innovations may lead to a relative scarcity of cash in the goods market and lower nominal

rates.4

4See Fuerst (1993) for a more complete discussion ofthis liquidity effect.
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Reverting back to time subscript notation, (17) and (28) imply the marginal value of cash to

the household is simply the expected discounted marginal utility of non-durable consumption in the

following period:

u (c,d)
= E,_, CI I

Using this, equations (19) and (30) gives us an efficiency condition for 4k,:

u~(c,,d,)= PE,{ud(c,+l,d,+,) + (1 -o”)u~(c,+,,d,+1)} (31)

This condition equates the marginal benefits of accumulating an addition unit of durables, given by

the utility generated from its services in the following period as well as the resources its non-

depreciated portion makes available for next period’s non-durable consumption, with the cost of

sacrificing current non-durable consumption. Equations (21), (25) and (29) gives an efficiency

condition for the accumulation of business capital lç~,:

(1 +O~)~E,Tu ~ = PEJ Pg,I+I u~(c,+2,d,~2)[Fk(k,~,,n,,~,)÷1_ôk+0(1 _ok) Pf/+l] (32)

Pgi 1 +x~ ~ Pg,t+i ~1~ Pg,t*2

The left hand side of (32) gives the marginal cost of accumulating additional business capital as the

cost of purchasing capital on the goods market and the real cost of financing a fraction 0 with funds

borrowed from credit producers (expressed in units of next period’s marginal utility of

consumption). The right hand side is the benefits of the capital’s marginal product next period and

the resources saved by not having to finance the un-depreciated portion of the capital stock from the
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credit market. The efficiency condition for work effort n~comes from (20) and (22):

A = 13Pg~~(k1~1~11)E u~(c,+,,d,+1) (33)
1 +x,

This simply equates the disutility of additional work effort to the expected benefits of the additional

real wage it will generate for next period. Finally, the optimal portfolio decision for financial market

deposits s~given by

Ej~t~dt~ = E,j(1 +R,)~ u~(c,÷1,d,+1) (34)

I Pgt J 1 +x, Pg,t÷i

This saving decision is made before the realization of the monetary shock so that the expected

marginal benefits and costs are based upon the information set of variables observed in period t- 1.

Using (26), equations (23) and (24) relate the relative price of credit for households and firms to the

nominal rate and the marginal productivity of labor in credit production relative to that in goods

production:

= F~(k,,n~,)+ oR and = F~(k,,n11) + oR

Pgt Qh(~) Pgt Q,{(nft) ‘ (

Combining (18) with (35) gives us an expression for the nominal rate as

R = ~ u~(c~,d,)F~(k,,n11)— — F~(k,,n1,) (36)
a A 4Q~(n21)

The cash constraint (15) and loan market clearing determines the goods market price as
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St + Xi

Pgt = (37)
o[Q /1(a) + Q~(nft)]

and credit services market clearing and (14) implies employment in firm credit production can be

solved solely as a function of the level of business investment:

0[k,~1- (1_ÔL)k,] = Qf(n)

Using this, (12), (13), (37) and goods market clearing gives an implicit expression for r~~:

Q h(~) = F(k,,n,,) — —

001
,k(

1
—s,)/(s,+x,) (38)

1 + o(1 —s,)/(s,+x,)

We can define a competitive equilibrium as a sequence {d~+1,k1~,,n,~,s~}satisfying (31), (32), (33)

and (34) given (35), (36), (37), and (38). We now turn to the stochastic properties of the model and

their implications for the behavior of business and household investment.

III. Cyclical Properties of the Model

This section considers three variants of the above model: (i) firm credit only -- the FC

model, (ii) household credit only -- the HC model, and (iii) the general case with both household

and firm credit -- the HFC model. This allows us to separate out the contribution of the household

and business lending channels in explaining the cyclical effects of unanticipated monetary shocks.
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The FC Model

The FC model closes down liquidity effects working through household credit and assumes

that consumption goods are pure cash goods while durable purchases are pure credit goods (i.e., can

be purchased without cash or credit services) .~ In this special case, the imposed restrictions are that

c~= g,~, = nh~= 0, and the worker-shopper portion of cash receipts(i.e., the first bracketed term

in (10)) becomes [M~+S~+R,+ W,n, - Pgt(g,, + I~”)]. The Euler condition for d~,in (31) becomes

~E,~*1’~1) ~ = E1 ~ + (1 _od)p P~t+
1

u~(c,+2,d,+2) (31’)

t g,t+I 1+1 g,t+2

An equilibrium is a sequence {d~+,,k~+,,n,~s~n~I~Pft’ Pgt’ q} solving (31’). (32), (33), and (34)

given Pft’Pgt in (35), constraints (7) and (8), and the credit and goods market clearing condition.

The HC and HFC Model

The HC model with only a household lending channel is the limiting case of the general

model where 0 = 0 so that the purchase of business capital does not require credit services. The

model with household and firm credit, the HFC model, is the general model described in Section

II.

Simulation Methodology and Results

The model is solved using a linear-quadratic approximation technique that linearizes Euler

equations with a Taylor series approximation about the non-stochastic steady. The resulting system

~ This set-up is similar to the standard Lucas-Fuerst model, but important differences

include the absence ofthe wage bill in the firm’s credit constraint, the explicit treatment ofcostly

credit services production, and, ofcourse, the inclusion of durables.
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of linear difference equations is then solved for decision rules that are linear in the model’s state

variables. The money growth rate in the model follows a stationary AR(1) process:

= (1 — p)X* + pX, + ,~, (37)

where x~is the steady state value for x~,p < 1, and ~is a white noise disturbance with zero mean

and constant variance.

Consistent with previous business cycle studies [e.g., Cooley and Hansen (1989)] and

monetary models with consumer durables [Fuerst (1992b)] we set a = 0.36, 13 = 0.99, and ~ =

0.02 = o~’. The value of A = 0.388 is chosen to give a steady state hours worked of about one

third. We choose ih = r~f= 0.35 consistent with estimates of the production function for credit

services by Aiyagari and Eckstein (1994). The money supply process is set as x* = 0.012 and ~

= 0.32 based on the benchmark parameterization of Christiano (1991) and Fuerst (1993).6 The

parameter y is set to 0.1 and v is chosen to so that each model’s steady state ratio of stock of

durables to business capital is 1.13, an estimate indicated by Greenwood and Hercowitz (1991).

Parameters ~f is chosen to give a steady state value added of the banking sector of 2.7% in

FC and HFC [based on Diaz-Gimenez et. al. (1992)], 4th is set so that the fraction of cash to credit

goods purchased by households is 83% in HC and HFC [see Cooley and Hansen (1991)], 0 = 1

and 0 in FC and HC, respectively, and in HFC it is chosen so that the ratio of firm to total firm and

consumer bank loans is 57%? Finally, since in equilibrium a = (s+x)/[cf+q~]is the ratio of the

6 The general model will also consider the more persistent money supply process with p =

0.81 consistent with both the 1959-69 and entire 1959-84 sample periods.

~Source: Federal Reserve Bulletin, Feb. 1997, Table 1.26, Assets and Liabilities ofLarge

Commercial Banks, Loans and Leases in Bank Credit, commercial and industrial; consumer.
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quantity of cash deposited into the financial sector to credit services, a rough proxy for this

parameter may be the ratio of aggregate reserves to either demand deposits or total consumer and

business loans. With this, we set a = 0.10.8

Each economy’s stochastic equilibrium is analyzed for both the cash-in-advance (CIA) case,

where s~is chosen after the monetary shock is revealed, and the liquidity effect (LQ) case.

Furthermore, the HC model also considers a “sluggish-capital” specification where k~,is chosen

before the realization of x~.9 In this case the expectations operator in equation (32) is conditional

on period t-1 information. Impulse response plots are generated for a one time, one percent shock

to the money growth rate x~in period 5. With the exception of the nominal rate, the vertical axis

of these diagrams denote percent deviations from steady state.

Figure 1 displays the simulation results for the FC model. The CIA case leads to the

following expected results. Figure 1A shows the drop in non-durable consumption and subsequent

rise which leads to an increase in consumption growth. This and the anticipated inflation effect

places upward pressure on the nominal rate and the relative price of firm credit, as shown in 1C and

1D. Employment in the goods and credit producing sector and output falls. 1E indicates that

household and business investment move in opposite directions. The increased cost of firm credit

drives down business investment and, since durables are not constrained by the inflation tax, it rises

in response to the monetary innovation.

8 Source: Federal Reserve Bulletin, Feb. 1997; the ratio of reserves to demand deposits is

roughly 15% while the ratio ofreserves to consumer and industrial loans is considerably smaller,

around 4%.

~The sluggish capital specification is used by Christiano and Eichenbaum (1995) to

generate a dominant liquidity effect in the Lucas-Fuerst model.
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The LQ case is able to generate a dominate liquidity effect, leading to a fall in the nominal

rate and the relative price of credit. Figure iF shows that the resultant surge in firm credit and

business investment now coincides with an increase in household investment. However,

employment in goods production and output continue to fall by roughly the same as in the CIA case,

leading non-durable consumption to fall by a greater amount. Thus, although liquidity effects in the

FC model is able to capture a positive co-movement between business and household investment,

it is unable to explain the timing of these activities and has counterfactual implications for the

model’s other real variables.

Figure 2 indicates the impulse response plots for the HC model. The pure anticipated

inflation effect in CIA increases the cost of household borrowing and the nominal rate, decreases

non-durable consumption, labor supply to goods production, and output. Employment allocated to

credit production actually rises as households shift away from cash goods and increase their demand

for credit transactions. Business investment responds positively to the monetary shock since it can

now be purchased without costly credit services. The decline in household investment mirrors that

of non-durable consumption as credit becomes more costly. The negative correlation between the

two investment (Figure 21) and contemporaneous response to the shock are in contrast to both

stylized facts.

A liquidity effect in the HC model, which dominates given our parameterization, is able to

remedy many of these counterfactual implications. In particular, as the unanticipated shock lowers

the nominal rate, credit producers respond by expanding the availability of credit services to

households. This leads to a surge in both non-durable consumption and household investment in the

period of the shock. Employment in credit production rises and the ability to circumvent the cash
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constraint provided by the supply of additional credit services leads to an increase in overall work

effort and employment in goods production as well. However, as shown in Figure 2J, business

investment falls in the period of the shock and rises afterwards. Similar to Fuerst (1992b) cash

injections to the household sector reallocates the economy’s investment resources towards

accumulating consumer durables at the expense of “crowding-out” business capital. The liquidity

effect has lowered the relative cost of investing in household capital to business capital. While

household investment is procyclical, it is negatively correlated with business investment.

One possible way to reconcile this counterfactual prediction is to assume that business

investment decisions must be made in advance and cannot respond to current monetary innovations.

Impulse responses for the SC model are also given in Figure 2. Again the liquidity effect dominates

and is even more pronounced than in LQ — nominal rates fall in the period of the shock,

employment in both sectors rises, and both non-durable consumption and household investment

respond positively to the monetary shock. Figure 2K compares the cyclical behavior of business

and household investment. Notice that because, by assumption, business investment does not change

in the period of the shock, the sharp decline in durable investment in the following period leads to

a delayed boom in business investment, giving us the desired lead-lag relationship between the two

investments.

This exercise demonstrates that if significant planning and commitment of resources is an

important feature of business investment, then both stylized facts can be explained. While this

feature may be important when distinguishing the purchase of consumer durables (such as a

television set or washing machine) to that of constructing a new factory, it is not immediate why the

timing of decisions should be different for residential investment and fixed business investment.
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Thus, sluggish business capital cannot be the only explanation for these facts.

Our general model combining both consumer and business borrowing (HFC) offers an

alternative explanation. Recall that by treating durables as a “costless” credit good, liquidity effects

in FC were able to capture a positive and co-incident relationship between household and business

investment. However, the absence of a household lending channel led to a decline in non durable

consumption and overall economic activity. By introducing household credit and closing down the

business lending channel, HC/LQ improves on this latter dimension, but business and household

investment are co-incident and negatively correlated. This suggests that an operative business and

household lending channel may be able to resolve these inconsistencies.

The HFC impulse response plots for both CIA and LQ are contained in Figure 3. The CIA

case yields no surprises and the results are as expected. However, LQ looks remarkably similar to

the SC model — there is a dominant liquidity effect, non-durable consumption rises, and household

and business investment are procyclical with business capital lagging durables. The important

difference is that since business investment is free to change in response to monetary shocks it is

now “optimally” sluggish, rising slightly in the period of the shock and continuing to rise afterwards.

Intuitively, this result is driven by two opposing effects on the response of business

investment. As in the HC model the expansion ofhousehold credit services leads to a crowding-out

of business capital. However, as the liquidity effect also expands credit services to goods producing

firms, the costs of purchasing productive capital goods falls and business investment rises. Thus,

if the relative liquidity effect on household credit slightly dominants that on business investment in

the period of the shock, then both stylized facts can be captured without ex-ante restrictions on the

timing of business investment.
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To test the robustness of these results in the SC and HFC models, we also consider a more

persistent money supply process given by p = 0.81 (Figures 2L and 3M). While the liquidity effect

is diminished, it still dominates; and the lead-lag relationship between the two investment becomes

more dramatic as the volatility of business investment relative to household investment rises. Also,

since the timing of investment expenditures depends on the relative size of the liquidity effect on

households and firms, it is also sensitive to factors which alter the steady state fraction of household

cash to credit goods and firm to household credit services. In particular, choosing parameters that

lower the fraction of goods households purchase with cash tends to weaken the liquidity effect on

households (since the marginal value of an extra credit good is diminished). To retain the relative

liquidity effect between households and firms that is able to explain the timing of their corresponding

investments requires offsetting parameter values which reduce the fraction of credit services

allocated to firms, and hence the size of the liquidity effect on firms.’° While we cannot rule out

reasonable parameter values that do not deliver these stylized facts, the parameter values necessary

to explain this empirical regularity in the context of our model do fall into a range that is plausible.

IV. Conclusion

This paper has investigated the role of household credit in providing a monetary explanation

for the observation that business and household investment are positively correlated and procyclical

‘°For example, if we lowered steady state g,/(g, + g2) to 50% [the less conservative

value also considered by Cooley and Hansen (1991)], then a steady state value of c~/(qf+qh1)

must be in the neighborhood of around 34 percent to deliver the lagging business investment

feature. This value is also plausible using the fraction offirm credit to total bank loans as given

in the FRB Bulletin.
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and that the former tends to lag the latter. Monetary injections which flow asymmetrically towards

the financial sector positively influences both household borrowing and firm credit services used by

businesses seeking to finance investment projects. We verified the possibility that if the size of these

liquidity effects on the business and household sector are in an appropriate range then it is possible

to explain these empirical regularities without exogenous restrictions regarding the timing of these

investment decisions. Furthermore, delivering these stylized facts in such a manner and permitting

households to finance both non-durable and durable goods with credit reconciled another problematic

prediction with traditional liquidity effect models — it is able to capture that non-durable

consumption also responds positively to monetary injections. While we provided a specific

mechanism to explain these facts, this paper suggests the importance of an explicit treatment of

household and business credit markets when attempting to account for differences in the pattern of

their corresponding investment expenditures.
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Chart 1: Business and Household Investment*

Billions of chained (1992) dollars

*Quarterly U.S. data, 1960:1 - 1996:4. Household investment is defined as investment in

consumer durables and residential structures.
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Flaure 1 F: Business and Household Investment -- FC/CIA
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Figure 2A: Non-Durable Consumption - HC Figure 2B: Cash Goods - HC
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Figure 2E: Output - HC Figure 2F: Goods Price - HC
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Fiaure 21: Business and Household Investment -- HG/CIA
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Flaure 2K: BusIness and Household Investment HG/SC
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Figure 3A: Non-Durable Consumption - HFC
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Figure 3E: Firm Credit Services - HFC
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Figure 31: Rel. Price of Household Credit - HFC
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Figure 3A: Non-Durable Consumption - HFC
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Figure 3E: Firm Credit Services - HFC
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FIgure 31: Rel. Price of Househoid Credit - HFC
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Flaure 3L: Business and Household Investment -- HFG/LQ (rho 0.32)
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